Be RESPECTFUL

Keep hands and feet to yourself
Use KIND WORDS (no put downs)
Be HELPFUL
One person speaks at a time
Put your hand up and wait your turn
LOOK at the person talking
LISTEN to each other
Use your MANNERS
Use INSIDE VOICES

________________________
________________________
BE SAFE

Stay in the **RIGHT PLACE**

Walk **in the classroom**

Zip **your bag up**

Put your **bag on a** **hook**

Wait **your turn to go to your bag**

Sit **on your chair properly**

Tuck **your chair** **in all the time**

Control **your hands in your lap**

Use **equipment SAFELY**

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____
Use the toilets at recess and lunch

LEARN new things in the classroom

Follow teacher’s instructions

LISTEN to each other

Always DO YOUR BEST

ASK questions

WORK together

Be a GOOD SPORT

Treat BELONGINGS with respect